The Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering (ISRS) is a parametric light-matter interaction which shifts the frequencies of two ultrashort laser light pulses by a non-quantified transfer of energy. As ISRS has no threshold, the laser pulses may be replaced by the pulses which constitute the ordinary incoherent light. This replacement has the expected qualitative effect, increasing the time constants required to observe ISRS, collisional time and Raman period. But it has also a qualitative effect, a frequency shift becomes independent on the intensity; thus we use a new name for this avatar of ISRS: "Incoherent Light Coherent Raman Scattering (ILCRS).
Introduction
In previous papers [2, 3, 4] , we have described a new effect, named now "Incoherent Light Coherent Raman Scattering" (ILCRS), which shifts the frequency of incoherent light by the interference of an exciting pulse with the light scattered by interaction with some low pressure gases. A few molecules per cubic metre would produce the whole cosmological redshift; this order of magnitude shows that a part of the redshift observed in the spectra of some objects could be produced by ILCRS. We will look here for a proof of an observation of an ILCRS effect, although very precise measurements are necessary to observe, in the spectra, a difference between Doppler and ILCRS shifts; a difference was probably observed.
As ILCRS is not well known, we need to describe it first. But, to avoid the heavy ab initio method used in the previous papers, ISRS will be considered here as an avatar of a well known effect: The Impulsive Stimulated Coherent Raman effect (ISRS), observed using high power ultrashort laser pulses, is able to shift the frequencies; this shift depends on the intensity of the used laser pulses [1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Increasing the length of the pulses of orders of magnitude has important qualitative effects. ISRS has no intensity threshold, but decreasing the intensity has the usual qualitative effect: due to the zero point electromagnetic field, the frequency shift becomes independent on the intensity, the new name ILCRS is justified.
Extension of Impulsive Stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS) to low power exciting light
Previously, we considered the light emitted by dipolar molecules excited by an incident field, without collisions, in a spontaneous but coherent emission; the scattered electric field is proportional to the incident electric field, so that the frequency shift does not depend on the intensity of the incident field. In ISRS experiments [1] , the stimulated emitted field is proportional to the square of the incident field, so that it seems that the effects are different. They are not because the definition of the electric field and the approximations are not the same: computing the electric field E ′ from a classical dipolar emission, the zero point stochastic electromagnetic field E 0 is ignored, while the field considered in ISRS, which may be obtained by the correct semiclassical dynamics or by quantum dynamics, is E = E 0 + E ′ , although, using lasers, E 0 is negligible. For a low level excitation the stochastic field is larger than E ′ ; in (E 0 + E ′ ) 2 , E 2 0 is cancelled by the renormalization, E ′2 is negligible, and the square E 2 is proportional to E ′ .
The common properties of ISRS and ILCRS are: i) ISRS and ILCRS are space-coherent: The wave surfaces of an output beam are identical to the wave surfaces of the input beam; if the beam is wide enough to neglect diffraction, images brought by the beam remain good, without any blur.
ii) The input beam is frequency-shifted, but the width of a spectral line is not changed.
iii) The matter must have Raman lines; the period corresponding to a transition between the Raman levels must be longer than the duration of the pulses.
iv) There is no intensity threshold.
Two specific properties of ILCRS are due to the low power of the beam : v) The frequency shift does not depend on the intensity of the beam.
vi) The relative frequency-shift ∆ν/ν depends on the tensor of polarisability of the matter, which is subject to dispersion; thus ∆ν/ν is only nearly constant.
The shifts produced by ILCRS and Doppler effect are added; an evaluation of the ratio of the two shifts requires a study of the shifted spectrum precise enough to show the dispersion of ILCRS frequency shift.
Extension of ISRS to long pulses
The interaction of incoherent light with matter that we found by a theory [2, 3, 4] is simply an extension of ISRS to the relatively long (nanosecond) pulses which make incoherent light: a change of the scale of time by a factor of the order of 10 5 transforms the ultrashort pulses into the pulses whose incoherent light is made of. This change of the scale of time applies to the other time constants:
i) The space-coherence of the Raman scattering of a wide beam requires that all mono-or poly-atomic molecules radiate with the same phase, that is that no collision perturbs the molecules during a pulse. In ISRS, this condition is fulfilled in dense matter. To obtain ILCRS, a very low pressure gas must be used.
ii) The period which corresponds to a transition between the molecular levels must be longer than the duration of the pulses: to be active, the gas must have Raman transitions in the radio-frequencies domain, that is it must have an hyperfine structure. Thus the active molecules are:
-polyatomic molecules with an odd number of electrons; with some exceptions (NO), these molecules are not of common use in the labs even if they are stable, because they are chemically reactive, moderately, as OH, NH 2 , or strongly as H + 2 ; -heavy molecules or atoms; -all molecules in an electric or magnetic field.
De-excitation of the molecules
The names ISRS and ILCRS are ambiguous because they mean that these effects are Raman, that is that a single light beam interacts with the molecules which are excited or de-excited. This Raman effect exists, but it is less intense than a four photons parametric effect which mixes two Raman effects, so that the molecules keep their excitation constant. In laser experiments, the de-exciting beam may be produced by a laser, or result from a super-radiant generation. In ILCRS, the de-excitation of the very low pressure gas can only be radiative; we may have spontaneous radiative de-excitations, but more probably the parametric process in which the ILCRS blueshifts concern mostly by the 2.7K radiation; while they are nearly resonant in hyperfine structures the low energy processes are probably not very efficient, they limit the intensity of the parametric process, so that the redshift does not depend much on the polarisability of the molecules at high frequencies: the high frequency resonances are softened.
The modes of the light have a temperature computed from Planck's laws. The active molecules help an increase of the entropy of light, they are a sort of catalyst.
Propagation of light in an absorbing and IL-CRS active gas
The absorption of the gas, supposed homogenous, is generally represented by an absorption coefficient k(ν) verifying:
where I(ν, x) is the intensity of a light beam of frequency ν propagating along an Ox axis.
Consider a light flux initially in a small spectral range near a frequency ν 0 . If there is, along the light path, a redshift having any origin, expansion of the universe or ILCRS, the frequency of this flux scans the whole redshift, so that its local absorption is a function of its local frequency ν x ; the total absorption from x = 0 to x = X is
As ν x varies continuously in the range of the redshift, the function k(ν x ) scans the spectrum; the sharpest lines get a width larger than the redshift : they cannot be observed.
The frequency shift may be written:
where ρ is the density of the gas and q a parameter depending on the gas. Supposing that the composition of the gas is constant, the equation is integrated from the frequencies ν i of lines emitted or absorbed at x = 0 to the frequencies ν io observed at x = X :
To explicit that q depends slightly on ν, set q = q 0 + r(ν) where q 0 is a constant, and the average of the small function r(ν) is zero. From equation 4:
Supposing that ν i −ν j is small, r(ν) may be replaced by its mean value m(ν i , ν j ) between ν i and ν j , so that equation 5 becomes:
Supposing that the frequency shift is purely Doppler, the first member of equation 6 is zero; Webb et al. [10] observed that it is non-zero. As all frequencies are known, equation 6 gives a relation between m(ν i , ν j )/q 0 and m(ν io , ν jo )/q 0 .
To study the resonances which appear if absorption lines lie on the intervals (ν i , ν j ) or (ν io , ν jo ), it is necessary to distinguish what comes from one or the other interval. This seems possible by a statistical study if lots of lines are measured. The quasars spectroscopy seem particularly favourable because:
-observing similar quasars, sharp absorption lines are observed with different redshift;
-the active gases are made of atoms, so that there are few absorption lines, thus few, separated resonances; -these resonances are near known dipolar absorption lines, so that their observation will be a test of the appropriateness of the theory for the quasars. Unhappily, up to now, we could not get the good spectra which show discrepancies in the hypothesis of pure Doppler effect.
Remark that ILCRS could become ISRS near very bright objects, for instance to explain the appearance of relatively hot a thermal spectrum generally attributed to dust. But this is not possible for absorption spectra.
Conclusion
The Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering effect (ISRS), a well known light matter interaction has no intensity threshold, so that it shifts the frequencies of the light beams in a lot of very low pressure gases. Although its order of magnitude would allow an easy observation in astrophysics, it was probably not taken into account up to now because it destroys the spectra. But, with natural incoherent light, ISRS becomes linear, so that the relative frequency shifts are nearly constants: it is named "Incoherent Light Coherent Raman Scattering" (ILCRS). In most regions of the universe the pressures are low enough for an active ILCRS, and the light paths large enough to get an observation of a redshift of "hot" light beams, the energy being transferred mostly to "cold" thermal radiation.
Thus, the astrophysicists must not neglect ILCRS a priori.
The observed variation of the relative frequency shift ∆ν/ν in the spectra of some quasars cannot be explained by a Doppler or expansion effect; we prefer an explanation by an optical effect deduced from elementary properties of lightmatter interactions to a problematic variation of the fine structure constant [10] .
The ILCRS may explain completely, or in combination with the Doppler effect, a lot of observations, in particular [11] :
As they are surely some active molecules in the intergalactic space, in particular H + 2 provided by an ionisation of H 2 and seldom destroyed by rare collisions, a part of the cosmological redshift is surely provided by ILCRS, maybe all if the density of H + 2 is over some molecules per litre (rough order of magnitude); as ISRS transfers the energy lost in the redshift to thermal radiation, it gives a possible origin to the isotropic 2.7K radiation, weakening the two main proofs of the expansion of the universe.
The halo of the quasars redshifts more the hardest X lines coming from the deeper regions, than the UV emission lines; the absorption lines coming from upper regions seem broadened by a redshift simultaneous to the absorption. The Lyman forest is now considered as produced by hot, atomic halos of galaxies along the light path; but the explanation of their sharpness is difficult, for instance attributed to a gravitational densification of the halo into a sheet by dark matter. It is easier to suppose that the halos are diffuse, but that the lines are written only where a magnetic field is nearly zero; elsewhere the Zeeman effect allows a redshift which spreads the lines into an uniform absorption which may be confused with an absorption by dust.
A part of the spectrum of the very bright objects is thermal, attributed to heated dust, but this dust should be ejected too fast by the radiation pressure; ILCRS can transfer energy from the high frequencies to the thermal radiation whose temperature may be much larger near these objects than in the intergalactic space.
